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Each month we write a special newsletter geared just for clients to keep

them up to date on the latest tips, strategies, relevant tax laws, and market

information, in LAYMAN'S TERMS.

We serve as the one stop resource for clients to get the most important

and useful information so they don't need to waste time reading hundreds

of articles on the internet or their mobile phone's "stock app".

We help clients weed out misinformation and confusion and provide

actionable information. 

The newsletter also serves as one of the primary ways we communicate

with clients. Therefore you will hear from us at least on a monthly basis.

Occasionally, we include videos to help explain certain strategies or

concepts we want you to understand.

The Private Client Newsletter
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If you have been following us for quite some time you may be familiar with

a "bucketing" type of strategy or approach with your investments.

Essentially, this is where you allocate your entire financial portfolio into

different "buckets" each with a different PURPOSE.

All clients who work with our firm employ this strategy in some form or

another. Why? Because it is highly effective at keeping a simplified

investment strategy and teaches you how to deal with stressful times in the

market (like we are experiencing now).

Ever wonder what you can take from your investment portfolios without

running out of money?

Worried that you may take too little and not use the money you spent so

many years accumulating?

For retirees that take distributions from investment accounts to

supplement their income, we also use an income "guardrail"

methodology to better the chances that their portfolio lasts them through

retirement, while not leaving a pile of cash on the table either...

We regularly provide clients with an updated "Income & Bucket Strategy"

report that shows them what they have in each bucket and shows them the

income they can take, and when they will get a "raise" in retirement, or have

to "tighten the belt" for a small period of time (rare but it happens). This

helps portfolio longevity which is increasingly important for retirees.

Asset Bucket & Income Guardrails Report
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It looks similar to this:

We update this report for clients on a semi-annual basis.

Please note: There is a specific way to implement and operate this strategy
which you cannot see here - that's our expertise. The purpose of the report
is to provide you with the details that matter most.



Personalized Annual Tax Letter
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We've all been there...the frustrations of tax time and gathering all of the
necessary documents you need in order to sit down and properly prepare
your tax return, drive over to your tax preparer's office, or even send to
them online these days.

Heaven forbid you are doing your taxes yourself to just save a couple
hundred dollars...

We humans hate homework.

Even if you think you have everything, you have this gut feeling that you
may be missing something, and sometimes you're right...

Since you're an investor, it's usually a missing 1099 tax form for one of your
accounts somewhere out there in the universe.

If you file your taxes only to later find out that you forgot to include income
from an investment, this means you'll have to amend and re-file your
return.

And guess what, the IRS is consistently backed up with millions of returns -
those amended returns go to the back of the line...

NO ONE wants to deal with this, yet it happens all the time.

So our firm decided to do something about it...

We developed a way to send our clients what we call a "1099 Letter" as a
courtesy so that they have more expectations, and less homework.
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One simple report that shows you which tax forms to expect to receive,
and how they will apply for tax purposes.

The example provided only shows one hypothetical retirement account,
but for most retirees there are multiple tax forms received each year from
various investments, some at different companies as well.

This is particularly helpful if you have done any transfers/direct rollovers, or
distributions during the year and will be getting a 1099 tax form from
multiple investment companies.

As an example, in the case of a direct rollover - which isn't a taxable event -
we indicate in our "Notes" column that you should receive the specific tax
form from "XYZ Company" to show the money movement, but it isn't a
taxable transaction (or shouldn't be)…

Although it is rare, sometimes companies make 1099 tax reporting
mistakes, and if caught timely, can usually be fixed. This letter helps us and
our clients better identify those potential errors.

Other examples may be a Qualified Charitable Distribution (QCD) from an
IRA or a 1099-Q from a 529 education savings account.

In the case of a QCD from an IRA, a 1099-R won't specifically show that you
made a contribution to a charity, you have to show that on your tax return.

In the case of a 529 education savings account, you will get a tax form
only if a distribution is made, but even then the amount on the form may
not be taxable if it was used for qualified educational expenses!

We provide clients these details on their report before tax time each year
so they know what to relay to their tax preparers.



Tax Return Review for Future Planning Opportunities
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We review all client's tax returns on an annual basis.

Why do we need to do this if you have a tax preparer (CPA, E.A.)?

Your tax preparer - while very valuable - looks in the rear-view mirror and
reports (prepares your returns) on what already happened in the year prior.

We do tax planning on the other hand which LOOKS FORWARD at future
years. Most tax preparers do not do this as they are inundated with
preparing tax returns for hundreds if not thousands of clients.

By doing tax planning we are able to potentially identify opportunities to
reduce your lifetime tax bill, or a one-off opportunity that can potentially
save you a lot of money!

There is a tremendous amount of value in tax planning which is why it is
a specialization of ours.

Taxes will be your LARGEST EXPENSE for the rest of your life which effects
your income in retirement as well as the amount of your savings the IRS will
get upon your passing.



We deliberately hold two strategy meetings with clients each year.

One is held just after tax season so we can review their tax return, and help
tax plan for the rest of the year and the following years. This is far different
from your tax preparer as they actually prepare your taxes based on what
ALREADY HAPPENED in the past.

We hold the second meeting just before the holiday season to make sure
all of the year-end planning and strategies are executed BEFORE you begin
spending more time with your family and focusing on better things.

Our team is also available for ad-hoc investment advice year-round and
typically have a 24-hour or less (usually much less) turnaround time for
responses and solutions. No call centers here.

Online DIY retail investment providers and 401(k) platforms don't provide
these types of value-adds to clients.

We make life easy on you so you can spend time doing the things you
enjoy most, with those you love (the more important things in life) -

That's what we're all about.

Semi-Annual Strategy Meetings
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We strive to monitor, adjust, and implement strategies based on your
planning needs year-round.

Annual Client Service Calendar
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951-900-8850  |  info@planablewealth.com  |  https://planablewealth.com

https://planablewealth.com/start-planning
https://planablewealth.com/start-planning

